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SWEET SPOT: Commodities are in a rare sweet spot, with accelerating traditional demand,
as the world slowly ‘reopens’, and tight supply, after a decade of sector underinvestment.
The Bloomberg commodity index is up 20% this year, second only to crypto amongst asset
classes, and after a decade of poor performance. This year’s rebound would have been
even better without the stronger US dollar, which makes US$-priced commodities more
expensive for international buyers, and rising concerns over growth in China, the biggest
buyer of commodities. But we think both these concerns fade later this year, and together
with the new impacts from the building carbon transition, take commodities to new highs.

CARBON TRANSITION: This is a new and powerful driver that links the best performing
commodities this year. Lithium (whose price is +99% year-to-date), Cobalt (+63%) and EU
carbon permits (+75%) are being driven by battery demand and moves to grow carbon
trading, respectively. Oil (+41%) and coal (+107%) are also partly boosted by environmental
concerns cutting the traditional investment and supply response to higher prices. This is
driving prices higher now, but stimulating faster substitution to renewables longer term.

CHINESE DEMAND: China dominates global commodity demand. Prices benefited from
China’s early rebound from the COVID crisis, but now face headwinds from a new virus
outbreak and authorities slow introduction of more policy stimulus. This is driving lower
GDP growth forecasts and concerns for those most China-dependent, like iron ore (+11%),
aluminium (+30%), and copper (+24%). We see these headwinds easing later in the year.

TODAY: We look for a slowdown in underlying US inflation pressure, with month over
month growth forecast to slow to +0.5% from last month’s +0.9% (even if annual rate
remains 5.4%). Inflation is investors number one concern, according to our investor survey.
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